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ight-activated nanoprobe for
simultaneous detection of hydrogen polysulfide
and sulfur dioxide in myocardial ischemia–
reperfusion injury†

Xianzhu Luo, Cuiling Zhang, * Chenyang Yue, Yuelin Jiang, Fei Yang
and Yuezhong Xian *

Ischemia–reperfusion-induced cardiomyocyte mortality constitutes a prominent contributor to global

morbidity and mortality. However, early diagnosis and preventive treatment of cardiac I/R injury remains

a challenge. Given the close relationship between ferroptosis and I/R injury, monitoring their

pathological processes holds promise for advancing early diagnosis and treatment of the disease. Herein,

we report a near-infrared (NIR) light-activated dual-responsive nanoprobe (UCNP@mSiO2@SP-NP-NAP)

for controllable detection of hydrogen polysulfide (H2Sn) and sulfur dioxide (SO2) during ferroptosis-

related myocardial I/R injury. The nanoprobe's responsive sites could be activated by NIR and Vis light

modulation, reversibly alternating for at least 5 cycles. We employed the nanoprobe to monitor the

fluctuation levels of H2Sn and SO2 in H9C2 cardiomyocytes and mice, revealing that H2Sn and SO2 levels

were up-regulated during I/R. The NIR light-activated dual-responsive nanoprobe could be a powerful

tool for myocardial I/R injury diagnosis. Moreover, we also found that inhibiting the initiation of the

ferroptosis process contributed to attenuating cardiac I/R injury, which indicated great potential for

treating I/R injury.
Introduction

Ischemic heart disease is the leading cause of widespread
mortality worldwide, with millions dying from the disease every
year.1 Currently, reperfusion is the mainstay of treatment for
acute ischemic heart disease.2,3 However, the myocardial
ischemia–reperfusion (I/R) process can cause severe damage to
the myocardium due to oxidative stress and inammatory
responses.4 Therefore, early diagnosis and preventive treatment
of I/R disease is essential. Ferroptosis is a non-apoptotic form of
cell death introduced by the Stockwell group in 2012.5 Note-
worthily, recent studies have shown that ferroptosis is inextri-
cably linked to cardiac I/R injury, but the mechanism of action is
unclear.6,7 Thus, understanding the relationship between fer-
roptosis and I/R may provide new strategies to reduce I/R injury.

Ferroptosis occurs primarily through the inhibition of the
cystine/glutamate transporter protein (system Xc−) or reduced
activity of glutathione peroxidase 4 (GPX4).5–7 Sulfur dioxide
(SO2) and hydrogen polysuldes (H2Sn), as metabolites of
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cysteine (Cys) and glutathione (GSH), are closely related to the
occurrence of ferroptosis.8–10 However, their mechanisms of
action have rarely been studied. Moreover, hydrogen sulde
(H2S) has been widely studied as one of the three major gaseous
signaling molecules over the last few decades, and recent
studies have suggested that H2Sn is also a key regulator of cell
signalling.11–13 Previous studies have shown that hydro-
persuldes and persuldes play critical roles in protecting the
heart from I/R injury and anthracycline-induced
cardiotoxicity.14–17 It is essential to monitor the level of H2Sn
in cardiac I/R, given that hydropersuldes and persuldes
undergo metabolism to H2Sn in vivo.18 In addition, SO2 is
considered the fourth gaseous signaling molecule, which
exhibits an integral role in the effective regulation of vasodila-
tion and blood pressure, as well as an antioxidant.19–21 There-
fore, there is a need to develop sensitive methods to gain insight
into the important role of H2Sn and SO2 in the signaling of
ferroptosis. However, it is still challenging to controllably detect
dual-signaling molecules for SO2 and H2Sn.

In contrast to conventional uorescent probes, light-
activated uorescent probes can be conveniently regulated by
exposing specic reaction sites to light.22,23 This capability offers
great potential for accurate disease diagnosis.24,25 Furthermore,
employing light to modulate the responsiveness of uorescent
probes represents a minimally invasive approach for achieving
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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high spatiotemporal resolution in bioimaging.26–28 Yin's group
developed a UV-activated probe for precise detection of SO2 in
heat shock cells and tissues.26 Weissleder's group exploited
a series of UV-light-deactivated rhodamine derivatives for highly
multiplexed and cyclic uorescence imaging in cells.29 Never-
theless, weak tissue penetration and high phototoxicity of UV
light limit their potential in biological systems.30–32 Near-
infrared (NIR) light, known for its deep tissue penetration and
minimal photodamage, is particularly suited for
bioimaging.33–35 Notably, lanthanide-doped upconversion
nanoparticles (UCNPs) can convert the NIR excitation into UV
emission, commonly employed as a photo-control element.36,37

Compared with single-function uorescent probes, multi-
response probes can perform multiple tasks simultaneously,
Scheme 1 Schematic representation of a light-activated nanoprobe for
fabrication process of UCNP@mSiO2@SP-NP-NAP. (B) Illustration of the
and SO2. NIR light activation under 980 nm for 30min; visible light activat
wavelengths are 540 and 460 nm, respectively. (C) UCNP@mSiO2@SP-N
accompanied by ferroptosis.

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
and they show unique advantages in the diagnosis of diseases
with multiple pieces of molecular information.38,39

Motivated by the above challenges, we rationally designed
a NIR light-activated dual-responsive uorescent nanoprobe for
the detection and bioimaging of H2Sn and SO2 in a cardiac I/R
injury model. This nanoprobe was developed by encapsulating
the light-activated dye (SP-NP-NAP) within mesoporous silica-
coated upconversion nanoparticles (UCNP@mSiO2@SP-NP-
NAP) (Scheme 1 and S1†). Notably, the nanoprobe was not
activated without NIR light stimulation, ensuring precise
determination of H2Sn and SO2 in the specic cells or tissue
locations. Upon NIR light exposure, the masked dual-
responsive sites of SP-NP-NAP could be triggered in situ,
enabling controlled monitoring of H2Sn and SO2. And the
nanoprobe monitored the dynamic uctuation of H2Sn and SO2
controllable monitoring of H2S2 and SO2 in cardiac I/R injury. (A) The
response mechanism of NIR light-activated probe SP-NP-NAP to H2S2
ion under 550 nm for 10min; for SO2 and H2S2 detection, the excitation
P-NAP for simultaneous detection of H2S2 and SO2 in cardiac I/R injury

Chem. Sci., 2023, 14, 14290–14301 | 14291
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during ferroptosis processes via NIR-controlled switching of the
responsiveness of the nanoprobe. In situ uorescence imaging
of endogenous H2Sn and SO2 could not only be used for the
precise diagnosis of cardiac I/R damage but also revealed that
cardiac I/R injury could be effectively attenuated by inhibiting
the ferroptosis processes.

Results and discussion
Synthesis and characterization of SP-NP-NAP

Spiropyrans (SP) and 2-nitrobenzyl alcohol are widely used as
representative photochromic dyes in photochemistry.9,40 Upon
exposure to UV light (365 nm), SP undergoes a reversible trans-
formation into the merocyanine (MR) state that contains
a specic C]C bond, which serves as the reaction site for SO2.
The 2-nitrophenyl group is also activated by UV light to yield an
aldehyde product, which can act as the responsive site for H2Sn
through nucleophilic reaction.41 To investigate the interaction
between H2Sn and SO2, we have designed the photoactivated
uorescent probe (SP-NP-NAP) to simultaneously detect them. In
this probe design, SP and naphthylamide were introduced as
uorescent moieties. The responsive sites were released upon
light activation to simultaneously detect SO2 and H2Sn. The
synthetic route of the SP-NP-NAP probe is displayed in the ESI
(Fig. S1).†NMRand high-resolutionmass spectrometry were used
to validate the successful synthesis of SP-NP-NAP (Fig. S2–S14†).

We examined the spectral properties of SP-NP-NAP under
UV/Vis light irradiation. The UV-Vis absorption and uores-
cence spectra of the probe were measured. SP-NP-NAP exhibited
a strong absorption peak at 360 nm, but no signicant uo-
rescence signal was detected (Fig. S15A and S16A†). Under
exposure to UV light at 365 nm, a new absorption signal
emerged at 560 nm, while a uorescence signal at 640 nm was
observed excited at 540 nm. These observations are attributed to
the transformation of SP to the MR structure within the probe
following UV light activation. The closed spiro-ring state of SP
restricts p-delocalization, while UV light activation prompts the
reopening of the p-bridge to form the MR (opened spiro-ring).
In this state, electron transfer between the donor and
acceptor occurred, consequently releasing a uorescent
signal.42

To explore the reversibility of transition between SP and MR,
we measured the uorescence and absorption of SP-NP-NAP
involving alternating exposure of the probe to UV light at
365 nm and Vis light at 550 nm. Fig. S15B and S16B† show that
the reversible transformation between SP and MR structure
could be easily realized through alternating UV/Vis light irra-
diation. Furthermore, we observed that repetitive illumination
had minimal effect on the switching efficiency, indicating the
structure change of SP-NP-NAP with good reversibility. We
subsequently explored the probe's capability to monitor H2S2
and SO2. Upon the addition of SO2, the uorescence signal at
640 nm was signicantly diminished following UV light acti-
vation and then excited by 540 nm laser light (Fig. S17A†),
demonstrating the feasibility of SO2 monitoring. Considering
the substantial overlap between the excitation wavelength (540
nm) of SP and the emission wavelength (550 nm) of
14292 | Chem. Sci., 2023, 14, 14290–14301
naphthalimide, it led to the occurrence of uorescence reso-
nance energy transfer (FRET).26 To avoid the FRET effect and
achieve simultaneous detection of SO2 and H2S2 at dual wave-
lengths, we exposed the probe under Vis light for 10 min. This
illumination converted the MR into the SP structure. Subse-
quently, a strong uorescent signal was observed at 550 nm
under 460 nm light excitation in the presence of H2S2 aer Vis
light activation (Fig. S17B†). The results imply that the probe
can be employed for the simultaneous detection of SO2 and
H2S2 based on the reversible SP/MR structure variation through
UV/Vis light activation.
Preparation and characterization of the UCNP@mSiO2@SP-
NP-NAP nanoprobe

Compared to UV, NIR light has deep tissue penetration and less
photodamage; therefore, we propose to use NIR light instead of
UV light. Herein, we used a thermal decomposition method to
synthesize the core–shell structure of UCNPs (NaYF4:Yb/
Tm@NaYF4), which can convert NIR excitation into UV emis-
sion. As shown in Fig. S18,† the core–shell structured UCNP was
characterized by X-ray diffraction (XRD), conrming the
hexagonal crystalline phase of the nanoparticles. Moreover, the
core–shell structured UCNPs were characterized by trans-
mission electron microscopy (TEM). The TEM images showed
well-dened hexagonal shapes with homogeneous particle sizes
(approximately 30 nm in diameter), as illustrated in Fig. 1A and
B. To realize the loading of SP-NP-NAP, we prepared
UCNP@mSiO2 by coating mesoporous SiO2 onto the surface of
UCNP. It could be observed that UCNP@mSiO2 retained it
monodisperse properties, exhibiting an approximate size of
70 nm (Fig. 1C). Subsequently, the light-responsive small
molecule uorescent probe, SP-NP-NAP, was loaded into
UCNP@mSiO2 to produce UCNP@mSiO2@SP-NP-NAP,
employing NIR-light simulated detection of SO2 and H2S2. The
hydrated particle size of the nanoprobe was approximately
114.8 nm (Fig. S19†), while the zeta potential was around
−22.7 mV, indicating good dispersibility and stability
(Fig. S20†). Fig. 1D illustrates the characterization of UCNP,
UCNP@mSiO2, and UCNP@mSiO2@SP-NP-NAP using Fourier
transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR). Compared with UCNP,
UCNP@mSiO2 exhibited a distinctive Si–O band at 1060 cm−1

(Fig. 1D). Furthermore, the FTIR spectrum of
UCNP@mSiO2@SP-NP-NAP displayed characteristic absor-
bance peaks at 1660 (–CO–NH–) and 1545 (–NO2) cm

−1, con-
rming the successful immobilization of SP-NP-NAP within
UCNP@mSiO2.

We then assessed the UCNP@mSiO2@SP-NP-NAP nanop-
robe under NIR irradiation. UCNP can convert NIR light to UV
emission, which can change the structure from ring-closed to
ring-opened SP. As shown in Fig. 1E, the ring-closed SP dis-
played a maximum absorption at approximately 360 nm, which
overlapped with the emission peak of UCNPs within the UV
region due to the 3I6 /

3F4 and
1D2 /

3H6 transitions of Tm
3+

(Fig. S21†). Subsequently, the emission of UCNP@mSiO2@SP-
NP-NAP was studied under 980 nm excitation. Compared to
UCNPs@mSiO2, UCNP@mSiO2@SP-NP-NAP showed a reduced
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 1 Characterization of nanoprobe UCNP@mSiO2@SP-NP-NAP. The TEM images of (A) UCNPs and (C) UCNP@mSiO2. (B) Histogram of the
size distribution of UCNPs. (D) FTIR spectra of UCNP, UCNP@mSiO2, and UCNP@mSiO2@SP-NP-NAP. The (E) absorption and (G) fluorescence
spectra of UCNP@mSiO2@SP-NP-NAP irradiation with NIR light (980 nm) in PBS (10 mM, pH 7.4). The photo-switching behaviors of
UCNP@mSiO2@SP-NP-NAP are based on the variations of (F) absorbance and (H) fluorescence signal in PBS (10 mM, pH 7.4). The fluorescence
spectra and the linear relationship of light-activated nanoprobes for detection of (I and J) Na2SO3 (0.1–50 mM) and (K and L) H2S2 (0.1–60 mM). For
fluorescence detection of Na2SO3/H2S2, the corresponding activation wavelengths were NIR/Vis, respectively.

Edge Article Chemical Science
emission at 360 nm (Fig. S21†). This indicated that SP-NP-NAP
could effectively absorb the UV light emission from
UCNPs@mSiO2 to realize the NIR light-activated optical
switching.

We investigated the response of the nanoprobe under alter-
nating NIR (980 nm)/Vis (550 nm) light. A new absorption peak
at 560 nm appeared with the extension of irradiation time and
the signal remained stable aer 30 min of NIR light illumina-
tion (Fig. 1E). Furthermore, the peak at 560 nm gradually
decreased under Vis light irradiation, which was attributed to
the interconversion of MR back to SP. The reversibility was also
conrmed through ve cycles of alternating NIR/Vis light illu-
mination (Fig. 1F). It can be seen that the performance of the
nanoprobe activated by NIR light is similar to that of the SP-NP-
NAP probe under UV light illumination (Fig. S15 and S16†).
Detection of SO2 and H2S2 via UCNP@mSiO2@SP-NP-NAP

We evaluated the ability to detect SO2 and H2S2 with
UCNP@mSiO2@SP-NP-NAP under alternating NIR/Vis light
irradiation. Following activation by NIR light, the absorption
intensity of the nanoprobe at 560 nm gradually decreased upon
the addition of Na2SO3 (Fig. S22A†). This observation indicated
that UCNP@mSiO2@SP-NP-NAP could be employed to monitor
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
the uctuations of SO2. Then, the nanoprobe was further acti-
vated by Vis light, and different concentrations of H2S2 were
added. The absorption peak at 450 nm corresponding to
naphthalimide gradually increased, while the absorption peak
at 360 nm decreased (Fig. S22B†). Next, the uorescence spectra
of UCNP@mSiO2@SP-NP-NAP were further investigated. In the
absence of NIR irradiation, UCNP@mSiO2@SP-NP-NAP was
basically silent. However, the uorescence signal at 640 nm was
gradually enhanced with increasing NIR activation time
(Fig. 1G), which was ascribed to the transition from the SP to
MR structure. Similarly, we explored its reversibility by uo-
rescent spectroscopy. Under the alternating NIR/Vis light irra-
diation, the uorescence intensity can be reversibly switched for
at least 5 cycles (Fig. 1H).

UCNP@mSiO2@SP-NP-NAP nanoprobe was then explored to
detect SO2 and H2Sn. Here, we have chosen Na2SO3 and H2S2 as
models for the study of SO2 and H2Sn, respectively. The
nanoprobe was activated by NIR light for 30 min and then
excited by 540 nm light. As shown in Fig. 1I, the uorescence
signal at 640 nm decreased rapidly aer adding different
concentrations of Na2SO3, indicating that the nanoprobe could
be used to monitor the changes in SO2 levels. Moreover, a good
linear relationship was obtained with the concentration of
Chem. Sci., 2023, 14, 14290–14301 | 14293
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Na2SO3 over the range of 0.1–50 mM. The linear regression
equation was Y = 209.5868 − 2.4145[Na2SO3] (Fig. 1J), and the
detection limit was calculated to be 0.24 mM based on 3s/k,
where s represents the standard deviation of the blank
measurement, and k is the slope. We then examined the
response of the nanoprobe to H2S2. Aer exposure to NIR light
for 30 min, the UCNP@mSiO2@SP-NP-NAP nanoprobe was
further activated by Vis light exposure for 10 min. As shown in
Fig. 1K, the uorescence signal at 550 nm increased rapidly with
increasing H2S2 concentration, indicating that the nanoprobe
could be used for H2S2 detection. Similarly, a reliable linear
relationship was established over the H2S2 concentration range
of 0.1–30 mM. The linear regression equation was determined as
Y = 15.2065[H2S2] + 135.0270 (Fig. 1L), and the detection limit
was calculated to be 0.18 mMbased on 3s/k. The results revealed
the feasibility of detecting SO2 and H2S2 through NIR/Vis light
activation.

Once it was determined that the probe could monitor SO2

and H2S2 separately, we investigated its potential for simulta-
neous detection of both analytes. We introduced various
concentrations of Na2SO3 in the presence of H2S2. As shown in
Fig. S23A,† the absorption intensity at 560 nm gradually
decreased with the increase of Na2SO3 concentration, while the
absorption peak at around 450 nm for naphthalimide remained
unchanged. We then tested whether the presence of Na2SO3

would affect the detection of H2S2. As expected, the absorption
peak at 450 nm gradually increased, while the peak at 560 nm
for MR remained unaltered (Fig. S23B†). The uorescence
signal of the nanoprobe was further assessed in the presence of
SO2 and H2S2. As shown in Fig. S24A,† the uorescence signal
decreased rapidly as Na2SO3 concentration increased in the
presence of H2S2, and the linear regression equation
(Fig. S24B†) was determined as Y = 207.3708 − 2.3806[Na2SO3].
The linear relationship was consistent with that of in the
absence of H2S2, indicating that H2S2 presence did not affect the
detection of Na2SO3. Subsequently, we examined the uores-
cence signal changes for H2S2 in the presence of Na2SO3

(Fig. S24C†), and the associated linear relationship equation
was Y = 15.6603[H2S2] + 127.9515 (Fig. S24D†). Negligible
changes were observed compared to that in the absence of
Na2SO3, suggesting the presence of Na2SO3 did not affect the
determination of H2S2. These results conrmed that
UCNP@mSiO2@SP-NP-NAP could be used to simultaneously
detect SO2 and H2S2 without cross-talk.

To assess the selectivity of the nanoprobe, a series of bio-
logical substances were measured, such as biothiols (Hcy, NAC,
Cys, and GSH) reactive oxygen and reactive nitrogen species
(H2O2, ClO

−, and NaNO2), and various ions (Br−, I−, Cl−, S2−,
CO3

2−, Na+, K+), persuldes (Na2S2O4, Na2S2O5, CysSSCys and
CH3SSSCH3), hydropersuldes (CysSSH and GSSH), and protein
persuldes (papain and glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate dehydro-
genase). Notably, these substances did not cause an obvious
change in the uorescent signal of UCNP@mSiO2@SP-NP-NAP
(Fig. S25 and S26†), indicating that the nanoprobe had good
selectivity for SO2 and H2S2 measurement. Furthermore, we
investigated the time-dependent uorescence signal of
UCNP@mSiO2@SP-NP-NAP to SO2 and H2S2. As shown in
14294 | Chem. Sci., 2023, 14, 14290–14301
Fig. S27,† the nanoprobe could respond to SO2 within 5min and
H2S2 within 40 min, respectively. To employ the nanoprobe for
the application of the biological system, we evaluated the effect
of pH on the probe. As shown in Fig. S28,† the nanoprobe was
not affected by pH over the range of 4–9. Aer adding SO2 or
H2S2, the nanoprobe with a robust uorescence signal was
observed under physiological conditions. These results further
demonstrated the potential applications of UCNP@mSiO2@SP-
NP-NAP for detecting SO2 and H2S2 in living organisms.
Detection of SO2 and H2S2 in living cells via
UCNP@mSiO2@SP-NP-NAP

We investigated the nanoprobe in living cells under NIR/Vis
light irradiation. Firstly, we tested the cytotoxicity of
UCNP@mSiO2@SP-NP-NAP in H9C2 (rat cardiomyoblast cell
line) and HeLa (human cervical carcinoma cell line) cells. Cell
Counting Kit-8 (CCK-8) experiments showed that
UCNP@mSiO2@SP-NP-NAP exhibited low cytotoxicity
(Fig. S29†). We then investigated the feasibility of the nanop-
robe for sensing analytes in living cells. The HeLa cells were
imaged aer co-incubation with UCNP@mSiO2@SP-NP-NAP for
3 h, followed by irradiation with NIR/Vis light for nanoprobe
activation, respectively. As shown in Fig. S30,† a minimal uo-
rescent signal was observed without NIR/Vis light irradiation.
However, aer activation with NIR light for 30 min and then
excitation by 561 nm laser light, the red channel exhibited
a clear uorescence signal. The signal was attributed to the
response of MR-NP-NA due to the NIR-triggered structural
change of SP-NP-NAP (Scheme S1†). Subsequent irradiation
with Vis light for 10 min caused the change of probe structure
from MR to SP, and led to the disappearance of the red uo-
rescence signal (Fig. S30†). This phenomenon indicated that
cell imaging using UCNP@mSiO2@SP-NP-NAP could be effec-
tively modulated through NIR/Vis light activation, providing the
foundation for the detection of SO2 and H2S2 in cells by regu-
lation of the probe structure through light illumination. When
the cells were alternatively irradiated with NIR light for 30 min,
the uorescent signal of the red channel, excited at 561 nm, was
turned on and the intensity was well maintained (Fig. S30†). It
further demonstrated the excellent reversibility of
UCNP@mSiO2@SP-NP-NAP.

We further investigated the performance of
UCNP@mSiO2@SP-NP-NAP for imaging intracellular SO2 and
H2S2 in living cells (Fig. 2). UCNP@mSiO2@SP-NP-NAP was pre-
incubated with cells before NIR light irradiation. As shown in
Fig. 2A (control group), aer a 30 min activation with NIR light,
a bright uorescence signal was observed in the red channel
under 561 nm laser light excitation. Conversely, the green
channel exhibited a minimal signal. Aer culturing with
Na2SO3, the uorescence signal in the red channel signicantly
decreased, while the green uorescence signal remained sparse.
As for H2S2 imaging, we observed a strong red uorescence
signal along with a weak green uorescence signal. To avoid the
FRET effect and enable the sensitive detection of H2S2 at
550 nm, we induced the structural transition from MR to SP
through Vis light illumination. In the control group (Fig. 2A),
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 2 Confocal laser scanning microscopy images of HeLa cells incubated with UCNP@mSiO2@SP-NP-NAP. (A) The images of exogenous
Na2SO3 (50 mM), H2S2 (50 mM), and Na2SO3 (50 mM) + H2S2 (50 mM), respectively. (B) The images of endogenous Na2SO3 and H2S2. Control group:
without any treatments; GSH +Na2S2O3 group: cells pretreatedwith Na2S2O3 (200 mM) and GSH (500 mM) for 60min; Cys group: cells pretreated
with Cys (200 mM) for 60 min; LPS group: cells pretreated with LPS (1 mg mL−1) for 12 h. (C) and (D) are relative fluorescence intensities in (A) and
(B), respectively. NIR irradiation: 30 min; Vis irradiation: 10 min. Vis irradiation was performed following NIR irradiation. Red fluorescent channel:
lem= 610–670 nm (lex= 561 nm); green fluorescent channel: lem= 520–580 nm (lex= 488 nm), scale bar: 20 mm. Error bars represent mean±
S.D. from three independent replicates.

Edge Article Chemical Science
following an additional 10 min activation with Vis light, the red
uorescence signal disappeared, which was ascribed to the
structure shi from MR-NP-NA to SP-NP-NA. Na2SO3 could not
trigger the uorescent response from SP-NP-NA, resulting in no
red uorescence signal upon the exogenous addition of 50 mM
Na2SO3. However, in the presence of exogenous H2S2, an
enhancement of the green uorescence signal was observed
compared to the H2S2 group activated only by NIR light. This
indicated that the nanoprobe could be effectively applied for
sensitive detection of H2S2 in cells through NIR and Vis light
modulation. We further investigated UCNP@mSiO2@SP-NP-
NAP for the simultaneous detection of SO2 and H2S2. Aer
NIR light activation, we observed a faint red signal and
a signicant green uorescence in the presence of exogenous
Na2SO3 (50 mM) and H2S2 (50 mM). For further Vis light activa-
tion, almost no red signal was observed. Subsequently, we tried
to use the nanoprobe to quantitatively analyze Na2SO3 and H2S2
in living cells. As shown in Fig. S31,† we can obtain a relatively
good linear relationship for Na2SO3 or H2S. The results indi-
cated that UCNP@mSiO2@SP-NP-NAP could be applied for the
simultaneous imaging of SO2 and H2S2 by NIR/Vis light
modulation.

We further evaluated the feasibility of the nanoprobe for
imaging endogenous SO2 and H2S2. Previous studies showed
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
that Na2S2O3 and GSH could be converted to Na2SO3 catalyzed
by thiosulfate transsulfatase.43 The cells were pretreated with
Na2S2O3 (200 mM) and GSH (500 mM) for 60 min. Then, the cells
were exposed to NIR light for 30 min and excited using 561 nm
laser light. Following NIR light activation, a signicant decrease
in the uorescent signal could be observed in the red channel,
as well as a weak change in green uorescence. This indicated
that the UCNP@mSiO2@SP-NP-NAP could be applied to detect
endogenous SO2. It has been reported that SO2 and H2S2 could
be generated viametabolism of L-cysteine (L-Cys) in vivo.44 Upon
treatment with L-Cys (200 mM) for 60 min, followed by NIR light
exposure for 30 min, we observed an increased green signal
under 488 nm light excitation and a reduced red uorescence
signal under 561 nm light excitation. Furthermore, aer an
additional 10 min of irradiation with Vis light, the green uo-
rescence was signicantly enhanced, while the red uorescence
became negligible. The results suggested that the nanoprobe
could effectively enable the simultaneous detection of endoge-
nous SO2 and H2S2 in cells with NIR/Vis light activation. Lipo-
polysaccharide (LPS) can induce the overproduction of
cystathionine gamma-lyase (CSE), which mediates the metabo-
lism of L-Cys to produce SO2 and H2S2.45 The release of SO2 and
H2S2 induced by LPS was investigated by treating the cells with
LPS (1 mg mL−1) for 12 h before incubation with
Chem. Sci., 2023, 14, 14290–14301 | 14295
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UCNP@mSiO2@SP-NP-NAP. Compared with the control group,
there was an increase in uorescence intensity in the green
channel and a signicant decrease in uorescence signal in the
red channel aer NIR light activation. Aer Vis light irradiation,
bright green uorescence was observed and the red uores-
cence almost disappeared. The results indicated that the
imaging of endogenous SO2 and H2S2 could be achieved by NIR/
Vis light modulation.
Imaging of SO2 and H2S2 in H9C2 cells during ferroptosis

Ferroptosis is an iron-dependent form of non-apoptotic cell
death, which is mainly characterized by elevated levels of
Fig. 3 Confocal laser scanning microscopy image of H9C2 cells culture
roptosis. (A) The imaging of variation of Na2SO3 and H2S2 levels during fer
cells cultured with UCNP@mSiO2@SP-NP-NAP; RSL3 group: H9C2 cel
incubated with RSL3 (3 mM) and Fer-1 (10 mM) for 6 h. Erastin group: cells
incubated with erastin (10 mM) and Fer-1 (10 mM) for 2 h. (B) Relative
respectively. (C) Western blotting analysis of GPX4 expression in differen
groups as in (A). (F) Mechanism of erastin or RSL3-induced ferroptosis. N
formed after NIR irradiation. Red fluorescent channel: lem = 610–670 nm
488 nm), scale bar: 20 mm. Error bars represent mean ± S.D. from three in
way ANOVA by Tukey's multiple comparisons test. *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01
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ferrous ions and accumulation of lipid peroxides.5,46 Here, we
examined the uctuation of SO2 and H2S2 levels during fer-
roptosis in myoblastic cells. Erastin, a classical ferroptosis
activator, effectively inhibits cystine uptake through the cystine/
glutamate antiporter system, which in turn leads to ferropto-
sis.7,47 Thus, we employed erastin as an inducer of ferroptosis to
monitor the changes in SO2 and H2S2 levels in H9C2 cells.
Fig. 3A shows the changes of uorescence signals for erastin-
induced ferroptosis in comparison to the control group. Upon
NIR light activation, a decrease in red uorescence and an
increase green uorescence signal were observed aer the
addition of erastin. Furthermore, the green uorescence was
increased and the red uorescence was reduced aer Vis light
d with UCNP@mSiO2@SP-NP-NAP for erastin and RSL3-induced fer-
roptosis upon alternating NIR/Vis light activation. Control group: H9C2
ls pretreated with RSL3 (3 mM) for 6 h; RSL3 + Fer-1 group: cells co-
pretreated with erastin (10 mM) for 2 h. Erastin + Fer-1 group: cells co-
fluorescence intensity after NIR and Vis laser light activation in (A),
t groups in (A). Relative contents of (D) GSH and (E) MDA in different
IR irradiation: 30 min; Vis irradiation: 10 min. Vis irradiation was per-
(lex = 561 nm); green fluorescent channel: lem = 520–580 nm (lex =
dependent replicates. Statistical significance was calculated using one
, and ***p < 0.001.
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irradiation. Ferroinhibitor-1 (Fer-1) acts as an inhibitor of fer-
roptosis by inhibiting lipid peroxidation and regulating iron ion
metabolism, thereby attenuating the ferroptosis process.48,49

Interestingly, upon the introduction of the ferroptosis inhibitor
Fer-1, the green uorescence intensity decreased signicantly,
while the red channel uorescence signal increased. The results
indicated the simultaneous up-regulation of the concentrations
of SO2 and H2S2 during erastin-induced ferroptosis.

RSL3, another ferroptosis activator, was also applied to
induce ferroptosis, which inhibited GPX4 and down-regulated
the expression of GPX4 protein.50,51 As shown in Fig. 3A,
compared with the control group, an increase in green channel
uorescence signal and a decrease in red channel uorescence
signal were also observed aer NIR light activation in response
to RSL3 treatment. Moreover, the green uorescence was
enhanced while the red signal became negligible aer Vis light
irradiation. However, the treatment with Fer-1 and RSL3 only
slightly enhanced the green uorescent signal and attenuated
the red uorescent signal relative to the control group. All of
this suggested that the RSL3-induced ferroptosis led to an up-
regulation in the levels of SO2 and H2S2. Furthermore, we
investigated the levels of SO2 and H2S2 in RSL3-treated cells at
Fig. 4 Confocal laser scanning images of SO2 and H2S2 in H9C2 cell
treatment (control), I/R treated cells and I/R + Fer-1 treated cells. (B) Rela
(A). (C) The flow cytometry analysis for different groups of H9C2 cells
different groups of H9C2 cells as shown in (A). Relative levels of (E) GSH a
irradiation: 30 min; Vis light irradiation: 10 min. Vis irradiation was perform
(lex = 561 nm); green fluorescent channel: lem = 520–580 nm (lex = 48
independent replicates. Statistical significance was calculated using one w
and ***p < 0.001.

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
different incubation time. As shown in Fig. S32,† the uores-
cence signal in the green channel was signicantly enhanced,
while the uorescence signal in the red channel was gradually
attenuated with the extension of incubation time. The data
indicated that the nanoprobe could be employed to monitor the
uctuation of SO2 and H2S2 in RSL3-induced cells. Although the
nanoprobe was successfully applied to detect H2S2 and SO2 in
RSL3- and erastin-induced ferroptosis models, the verication
of the occurrence of ferroptosis was also necessary. Therefore,
western blotting analysis was further used to evaluate the
process. It conrmed the signicant reduction in GPX4 protein
levels following stimulation with RSL3 or erastin, while the
treatment with Fer-1 resulted in the upregulation of GPX4
expression. These results demonstrated the successful
modeling of ferroptosis. Moreover, ferroptosis is characterized
by the generation of lipid hydroperoxides (LPO), which impair
cellular structure and integrity, serving as essential markers of
ferroptosis.52 Malondialdehyde (MDA), one of the main oxida-
tion products of LPO, was employed to assess LPO levels in
cells.53 Furthermore, it also indirectly reected the degree of
tissue peroxidative damage.54 In addition, the level of GSH
could also serve as a vital indicator of the process of
s during I/R injury. (A) Fluorescence imaging for H9C2 cells without
tive fluorescence intensity after NIR and Vis light activation as shown in
as shown in (A). (D) Western blotting analysis of GPX4 expression for
nd (F) MDA for different groups of H9C2 cells as shown in (A). NIR light
ed after NIR irradiation. Red fluorescent channel: lem = 610–670 nm
8 nm), scale bar: 20 mm. Error bars represent mean ± S.D. from three
ay ANOVA by Tukey's multiple comparisons test. *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01,
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ferroptosis.55 Therefore, we detected the changes in the MDA
and GSH levels (Fig. 3D and E) in erastin or RSL3-treated H9C2
cells. As shown in Fig. 3D and E, erastin or RSL3 treatment
resulted in increased MDA and decreased GSH levels. All data
suggested that UCNP@mSiO2@SP-NP-NAP could be applied to
assess the levels of SO2 and H2S2 during the ferroptosis process
in living cells.

Visualization of endogenous SO2 and H2S2 in cardiac cells
during I/R injury

I/R injury, an extremely complex pathophysiological process, is
oen accompanied by ferroptosis.55 It is well known that I/R
injury causes mitochondrial damage, and antioxidants can
protect I/R-induced mitochondria from damage.56–58 Therefore,
we investigated the dynamics of SO2 and H2S2 levels and their
roles during I/R injury in H9C2 cells.59,60 As shown in Fig. 4A,
aer activation with NIR light, the I/R injury group exhibited
a signicant reduction in red uorescence as compared with the
control group. Conversely, the green uorescence signal was
signicantly increased. These results indicated that I/R injury
could result in the upregulation of the levels of SO2 and H2S2.
Subsequently, upon exposure to Vis light, the uorescence
signal in the red channel decreased, accompanied by an
enhancement in uorescence intensity in the green channel. As
for the Fer-1 group, the red uorescence signal signicantly
recovered in comparison to the I/R injury group, while the green
uorescence was decreased. Aer Vis light irradiation, the green
uorescence signal slightly enhanced, and the red uorescence
signal increased (Fig. 4A). The changes in relative uorescence
intensity were also provided in Fig. 4B. These results further
Fig. 5 Visual imaging of SO2 and H2S2 in mouse cardiac I/R injury tissue.
(B) Representative m-mode echocardiographic images and cardiac func
evidenced in increased (C) LVEF, (D) LVFS, and(E) LVDd. (F) CK-MB and (G
of control, I/R injury and I/R + Fer-1 treatedmouse cardiac tissues. (I) Rela
shown in (H). Relative content of (J) GSH and (K) MDA for control, I/R inju
light irradiation: 10 min. Vis irradiation was performed after NIR irradiatio
fluorescent channel: lem = 520–580 nm (lex = 488 nm), scale bar: 200 m

Statistical significance was calculated using one way ANOVA by Tukey's
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indicated that I/R injury was linked with the occurrence of fer-
roptosis. Inhibiting the onset of the ferroptosis process effec-
tively attenuated I/R injury. Moreover, the ow cytometry
analysis was employed to conrm it (Fig. 4C). The trends in
uorescence intensity were well consistent with those of
confocal imaging. Western blotting assay showed that GPX4
expression was signicantly inhibited in the I/R injury group,
while the introduction of Fer-1 led to upregulation of GPX4
expression (Fig. 4D). The levels of MDA and GSH were also
tested separately. The levels of MDA decreased in the Fer-1
group compared to the I/R injury group, while the levels of
GSH increased (Fig. 4F and G). In addition, the cell viability of
different groups was determined by CCK-8 assay. As shown in
Fig. S33,† the cell viability was obviously decreased aer cellular
I/R injury, while it was recovered for the I/R + Fer-1 group. This
indicated that the Fer-1 could effectively reduce cellular I/R
damage by inhibiting ferroptosis. These results revealed that
UCNP@mSiO2@SP-NP-NAP could be a powerful tool to assess
the ferroptosis process in the I/R injury.

Monitoring of SO2 and H2S2 in mouse cardiac I/R injury tissue

Aer investigating the relationship between ferroptosis and I/R
injury in cells, we established a mouse cardiac I/R model for
further study. Hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) sections were
employed to verify the successful establishment of the mouse
cardiac I/R model. As shown in Fig. 5A, the myocardial tissue in
the control group displayed a dense and orderly structure with
intact myocardial bers. In contrast, the I/R injury group dis-
played disorganized myocardial tissue with several broken
myocardial bers. Compared with the I/R injury group, the
(A) H&E slices for control, I/R injury and I/R + Fer-1 group, respectively.
tional parameters. Cardiac function was damaged via myocardial I/R as
) LDH levels in myocardial I/R and Fer-1 treatment. (H) Confocal images
tive fluorescence intensity after activation with NIR and then Vis light as
ry and I/R + Fer-1 group, respectively. NIR light irradiation: 30 min; Vis
n. Red fluorescent channel: lem = 610–670 nm (lex = 561 nm); green
m. Error bars represent mean± S.D. from three independent replicates.
multiple comparisons test. *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, and ***p < 0.001.
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degree of myocardial tissue damage was signicantly reduced in
the Fer-1 treated group. As shown in Fig. 5B–E, noninvasive
assessment of cardiac function aer I/R injury was conducted
using echocardiography, including the evaluation of le
ventricular ejection fractions (LVEF), le ventricular fractional
shortening (LVFS), and le ventricular end diastolic dimension
(LVDd). The results revealed that Fer-1 is effective in mitigating
impairment of myocardial function in the I/R group. In addi-
tion, creatine kinase-MB (CK-MB) and lactate dehydrogenase
(LDH) are commonly used to evaluate cardiac function. As
shown in Fig. 5F and G, levels of CK-MB and LDH exhibited
signicant elevation during I/R injury. However, Fer-1 reduced
their expression levels. Subsequently, these tissues were imaged
aer incubated with UCNP@mSiO2@SP-NP-NAP. Upon activa-
tion with NIR light, the I/R injury group demonstrated an
enhancement of green signal accompanied by a reduction in
red uorescence compared to the control group (Fig. 5H). The
green uorescence signal was further enhanced, while the red
uorescence signal disappeared aer further activation with Vis
light irradiation. The results indicated that the levels of SO2 and
H2S2 were increased during I/R injury, further enhancing the
antioxidant capacity of the myocardium during I/R injury.61–65

Therefore, the upregulation of H2Sn and SO2 may be benecial
for alleviating I/R injury, and they show the potential to be
biomarkers for diagnosing I/R injury. Conversely, compared to
the I/R injury group, the Fer-1 treated group exhibited
a decrease in the green uorescence signal and a relative
recovery of the red channel uorescence signal (Fig. 5H). When
Vis light was irradiated, the green uorescence signal was much
lower than that of the I/R injury group. Fig. 5J and K conrmed
the increase of MDA and the decrease of the GSH level. These
data suggested that the nanoprobe could be used to investigate
the progression of ferroptosis during I/R injury. Inhibition of
the ferroptosis process could reduce I/R damage and shows
great potential for the treatment of cardiovascular disease.

Conclusions

We developed a NIR light-activated UCNP@mSiO2@SP-NP-NAP
nanoprobe for controllable measurement of the dynamics of SO2

andH2Sn levels. The introduction of UCNPs could turn on the dual
reaction sites of SP-NP-NAP under NIR light illumination, leading
to controllable simultaneous detection of SO2 and H2Sn with high
sensitivity and selectivity. We successfully monitored intracellular
SO2 and H2Sn through NIR/Vis light activation. Reversible alter-
nation of NIR and Vis light could be achieved for at least 5 cycles.
The results revealed that the levels of SO2 and H2Sn have been
upregulated during the ferroptosis-related I/R injury process. They
also showed thatmyocardial I/R injury could be effectively reduced
by inhibiting the occurrence of ferroptosis, which indicated great
potential for treating cardiovascular disease.
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